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Abstract
This research was focused on the “knowing-to act” of the teacher and his/her relationship with the specific cognitive types of the mathematics content of mathematics teacher content knowledge. These cognitive types are: Cognitive Type 1 (knowledge of facts and procedures); Cognitive Type 2 (knowledge of connections and concepts); Cognitive Type 3 (knowledge of models and mathematic generalizations.). The measurement of the mathematics’ content knowledge of the secondary/middle school teacher was determined through the analysis of the Teacher’s Content Knowledge Survey (TCKS). The “knowing-to act” refers to “a kind of knowledge which enables people to act spontaneously and creatively” (Mason, 1998, p 245). This knowledge is considered as the teacher’s intention to act in a certain way and it was examined through the teacher’s “Know to Act Survey” (KtAS). Then, a correlational analysis was developed to seek any relationship among the teacher content knowledge cognitive types and teacher “knowing-to act”.
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Resumen
Este estudio se enfocó en el “saber actuar” del maestro y su relación con los tipos cognitivos específicos del conocimiento del contenido matemático del maestro de secundaria. Estos tipos cognitivos son: el tipo cognitivo 1 (conocimiento de hechos y procedimientos); el tipo cognitivo 2 (conocimiento de conceptos y generalizaciones); y el tipo cognitivo 3 (conocimiento de modelos y generalizaciones matemáticas). La medición del conocimiento del contenido matemático de maestros de secundaria fue realizada a través del análisis de la encuesta conocimiento del contenido del maestro (TCKS). El “saber actuar” se refiere a “un tipo de conocimiento que habilita a la gente a actuar espontáneamente y creativamente.” (Mason, 1998, p.245). Este conocimiento es considerado como la intención del maestro para actuar de cierta manera y se examinó por medio de la de la encuesta el “saber actuar” (KtAS) del maestro.

Palabras clave: Conocimiento del contenido del maestro, tipo cognitivo, saber actuar, y análisis correlacional.
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and Spence, 1999, p.136). According to Mason and Spence (1999), there is an absence of “knowing-to act”. According to Mason and Spence (1999), there is an absence of “knowing-to act” that leads mathematics teachers not to be able to respond creatively in the moment even when they possess mathematical and pedagogical content knowledge. Consequently, this absence may limit the learning opportunities that teachers can offer. Research on this kind of knowing may help teachers develop the active knowledge needed to respond creatively in the moment.

Additionally, knowing what kinds of knowledge have a direct influence on teaching practices could be used to enhance teacher education programs and teaching practices. This study aimed to provide insights that will provide awareness to teacher education programs and policy makers to make important decisions regarding what teachers need to know for teaching mathematics in an effective manner.

Mathematics teacher content knowledge is important for mathematics instruction. Due to the fact that weak mathematics teacher content knowledge primarily affects mathematical instruction, which in turn causes that students have poor opportunities to learn (Tchosha-nov, 2011), student frustration and a negative perception towards mathematics (Sorto, et al. 2009). Moreover, in mathematics it is very important that teachers will be able to make connections between mathematical concepts in order to help students to make sense of mathematics.

The purpose of this study was to measure middle school mathematics teachers’ content knowledge and its relationship with teachers’ “knowing-to act” ability. This “knowing-to act” ability is self-reported by the participating teachers. In this study, we refer to “knowing-to act” as the teacher’s intention to act in certain way. Thus, a quantitative study was conducted to assess whether the mathematics teacher content knowledge was related to the teacher preference of certain action. It is critical to analyze this relationship because both types of knowledge are essential for teaching mathematics. According to Clarke and colleagues (2002), during mathematics classes, there are specific moments that are used by effective teachers to make connections of mathematical ideas from previous lessons or experiences to enhance the students’ conceptual understanding. In order to make teachers being able to make those connections, they need to possess content knowledge about connections between different aspects of mathematics (Askew, 2005). In Muir’s study (2008), she explored the use of teachable moments and the role they play in effective teaching of mathematics. She found that the lack of content knowledge and pedagogical content knowledge influence the ability to identify teachable moments to act in a way to help students construct their knowledge. Thus, if teachers do not possess a strong content knowledge and pedagogical content knowledge, they may not recognize certain situations where there are students’ misconceptions that may not be addressed (Askew et al. 1997). Then, critical thinking cannot be promoted in these students. Therefore, this study examined if there is a relationship between teacher content knowledge and the intention that teacher has to act in certain way in particular situations.

We used the quantitative approach to look critically at the correlation of the mathematics teacher’s content knowledge and the teachers’ intention to act in certain way at the moment. In order to accomplish the purpose of the study, the following question guided the research: ‘to what extent are the mathematics cognitive types of middle school teachers’ knowledge associated with teachers’ intention to act in certain way?’

**CONTEXT OF THE STUDY**

To contextualize the study about what Mexican middle school teachers need to know to teach mathematics, a comprehensive analysis of the mathematics curriculum in middle schools in Mexico was done. Mexican middle schools have three goals for teaching mathematics: developing skills, promoting positive attitude, and learning mathematics (Secretaría de Educación Pública (SEP), 2004). Regarding the development of skills, mathematics teachers should help students to develop skills that allow them to complete mathematical operations, communication skills, and discovery skills to learn mathematics and solve mathematical problems. Learning mathematics at the middle school level implies understanding concepts and topics included in the following five mathematics areas: 1) arithmetic; 2) algebra; 3) geometry (trigonometry is added in 9th grade); 4) data representation and management; and 5) introduction to probability (SEP, 2004) as shown in Table 1. In Methodology section, we
will observe that topics assessed by the Teacher Content Knowledge Survey (TCKS) are aligned with the topics that a Mexican teacher should know to teach mathematics at the middle school level. Table 1 shows the Mathematics curriculum in Mexico. Also we can see that Mathematics is taught during the three grades at the middle school (secundaria). In the methods section, we will elaborate about the instrument that measures the teacher content knowledge, which is related to this curriculum.

Having recognized what content Mexican teachers need to know to teach at the middle school level, we analyzed the Mexican teacher preparation. It is offered mainly by two institutions which are widely recognized by the Mexican government as highly qualified institutions and aligned to the SEP interests to prepare prospective teachers: the Normal Superior and the National Pedagogical University (Universidad Pedagógica Nacional, UPN). As part of their preparation in such institutions, prospective teachers must complete a four-year, content-specific program of study, which includes teaching in actual classrooms with students assigned to them.

It is estimated that 50% of middle school teachers acquired their preparation from the Normal Superior School or Pedagogical University and the other 50% hold other types of formal education, such as a bachelor’s degree in engineering, accounting, biology, administration, and other areas (Sandoval, 2009). We can summarize the main components of the middle school teacher’s preparation at the Normal Superior schools in the following way:

1) coursework (which includes 37 courses);
2) Pre-service activities intended to support instructional practice by having pre-service teachers work in schools (preparing lessons, observing classroom instruction, and analyzing student interactions);
3) Teaching practice (which takes place during the last two semesters when pre-service teachers co-teach up to three courses at a middle school); and
4) Social service (that involves 600 hours of voluntary, unpaid teaching).

Table 1 summarized the secondary mathematics teacher preparation curriculum offered at the preparation at the Normal Superior School for middle school prospective teachers embraces three fields: General training, Common training, and Specific training (Dirección General de Educación Superior para Profesionales de la Educación - DGESEP, 2010). General training represents 16% of the program and includes basic preparation that a teacher of any subject area is required to have. This kind of training focuses on the importance of understanding the Mexican educational system. Common training is unique to secondary school teacher preparation. The third field is the specific training that is the content knowledge and pedagogical knowledge required to teach the chosen subject.

| Table 1. Content of the teacher preparation and Middle School Mathematics Curriculum in Mexico |
|-------------------------------------------------|-------------------------------------------------|
| **Content** | **Middle School Curriculum** |
| Teacher preparation | 7th Grade: Mathematics I |
| General training (16%) Philosophical, legal and organized bases of the Mexican educational system, Education in the Historic Development of Mexico I & II, Study Strategies and Communication I & II, and Basic Education Problems and Policies. | Set of natural numbers, fractions and rational numbers; expressions using variables; linear equations; introduction to probability; geometric figures and their properties and proportionality. |
| Common training (35%) Teenager Development I General Aspects, Teaching in Middle School I & II, Purposes and Contents of Basic Education I (elementary school, primaria) & II (middle school, secundaria), and Elective 1 & 2. | 8th Grade: Mathematics II Set of real numbers; algebraic expressions, square root; linear functions; proportionality; arithmetic and geometric progressions; elementary probability theory; statistics and geometric figures and their properties. |
| Specific training (49%) Content-specific courses focused on mathematics such as Algebraic thinking, Numbers and their Relations, Geometrical Figures, Introduction to Teaching Mathematics, Cognitive Processes and Conceptual Change in Mathematics and Science. Additionally, four of the courses (Observation and Teaching Practice, one of Teaching Planning and Learning Evaluation) are also focused on mathematics. | 9th Grade: Mathematics III Triangles and their congruence; quadrilaterals; polygons; areas of polygons; circles and inscribed (circumscribed) polygons; elementary trigonometric; quadratic function; Pythagorean Theorem; quadratic equations and probability theory and statistics. |
| Professional developments | Source: own elaboration |
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LITERATURE REVIEW IN MEXICO

In Mexico, there are few studies identified that focus on mathematics teachers (Castañeda, Rosas, & Molina, 2011; Dueñas, 2009). Castañeda et al. (2011) analyzed the mathematics discourse used by teachers to formulate generalizations, synthesis and summaries of classroom activities through video recordings of mathematical instruction at the secondary level. Dueñas (2009) studied the social construction of mathematics middle school teachers. He intended to provide an understanding of the relationship between the development of skills, attitudes and mathematical content knowledge, and the historical processes that have shaped mathematics teachers.

Understanding the mathematical knowledge for teaching possessed by Mexican prospective teachers at the end of their teacher preparation was one of the purposes of the Mochon and Hernandez’s study (2011). They offered a special final course at the Normal Superior School in Mexico City for these teachers. The results of this study indicated that the recognition of the mathematics teacher knowledge was merely instrumental. However, changes on prospective teachers’ views towards mathematics and teaching mathematics occurred.

There is a dearth of studies that have focused particularly on mathematics teacher knowledge in Mexico. Inzunsa and Guzman (2011) analyzed the teachers’ understanding of concepts about probability through a questionnaire to 80 teachers of technical middle schools in Mexico. The findings indicate that probability is a difficult area for middle school teachers. Teachers have a weak reasoning; and lack of the use of diagrams was also identified. However, this study only focuses on a specific area of mathematics, probability. Further research on mathematics teacher knowledge based on the middle school curriculum taught by the teachers is needed.

The Mochon and Andrade’s study (2009) intended to explore the mathematical knowledge for teaching through the implementation of four instruments: classroom observation, an open questionnaire, a closed questionnaire, and interviews. Findings reported that elementary teachers have some shortages and conceptual difficulties concerning their content knowledge. However, the instruments were administered to elementary school teachers, and only covered a few mathematics topics such as operations with natural numbers, mental calculation and estimation, fractions and decimals, proportionally and units conversion.

We can observe the existent lack of attention on teachers such as teacher knowledge, practices, beliefs, etc. An interesting finding of this literature review of the study is that even though teachers are a fundamental part of the process of teaching and learning mathematics, and their preparation is crucial to teach effectively (Inzunsa & Guzman, 2011; Mochon & Hernandez, 2011), scholars in Mexico have not focused on them to conduct research (Pinto & Gonzalez, 2008).

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

In the field of mathematics education, scholars have addressed only some kinds of knowledge and their components, as it is discussed in chapter two (e.g., An, Kulm, & Wu, 2004; Davis & Simmt, 2006; Tchoshanov, 2011). Some of the categorizations of teacher knowledge in mathematics are mathematics teacher content knowledge (e.g. Tchoshanov, 2011), pedagogical content knowledge (e.g. An, Kulm, & Wu, 2004), knowledge of curriculum (e.g. Ball, Thames, and Phelps, 2008; Shulman, 1986), and “knowing-to act” (e.g. Mason, 1998), among others. The complex nature of the mathematical knowledge for teaching challenges investigators to research and define with precision each kind of teacher knowledge. In addition, interactions among these kinds of knowledge are crucial as a part of the base knowledge for teaching mathematics and, as such, some scholars have recognized and studied it (e.g. An, Kulm, & Wu, 2004; Koehler and Mishra, 2009). Therefore, further research is needed about the nature of the interaction among specific kinds of teacher knowledge. Additionally, knowing what kinds of knowledge have a direct influence on teaching practices could be used to enhance teacher education programs and teaching practices.

This paper analyzed the mathematics teacher content knowledge and teachers’ “knowing-to act” (Mason and Spence, 1999) possessed by Mexican in-service teachers in mathematics classrooms at the middle school level in Mexico. This research drew on the Shulman’s teacher knowledge model (Shulman, 1986). Shulman (1986) distinguished three categories of teacher knowledge: a) content knowledge; b) pedagogical content knowledge; and c) curricular knowledge. He defined content knowledge model (Shulman, 1986). Shulman (1986) distinguished three categories of teacher knowledge: a) content knowledge; b) pedagogical content knowledge; and c) curricular knowledge. He defined content...
knowledge as “the amount of organization of knowledge per se in the mind of the teacher” (Shulman, 1986, p.9). This category of knowledge includes knowledge of facts, connections, models, generalizations and how the understanding of this content knowledge is structured and generated. This study focused on this category of content knowledge, specifically on the mathematics content that teachers need for teaching effectively. Several scholars have focused on this category in mathematics (e.g. Ball, Thames, & Phelps, 2008; Rowland, 2008).

Mathematical Content Knowledge

Shulman’s (1986) categories of teacher knowledge consider the category of teacher content knowledge defined as “the amount and organization of knowledge per se in the mind of teachers” (p. 9). Focusing on mathematics, it includes the knowledge “that allows teachers to engage in particular teaching tasks, including how to accurately represent mathematical ideas, provide mathematical explanations for common rules and procedures, and examine and understand unusual solution methods to problems”(Hill, Ball, & Schilling, 2008, p.377-378). According to Bransford, Brown, and Cocking (2000) a solid domain of this category of knowledge requires three features: 1) “a deep foundation of factual knowledge”, 2) understanding of the “facts and ideas in the context of a conceptual framework”, and 3) organization of the knowledge “in ways that facilitate retrieval and application” (p. 16). Several studies have also focused on mathematical content knowledge (e.g. Hill, Ball, & Rowan, 2005; Ball, Thames, and Phelps, 2008). Tchoshanov (2011) identified three cognitive types of mathematics teacher content knowledge: knowledge of facts and procedures, knowledge of connections and concepts, and knowledge of generalizations and models.

In past years, the indicators of teacher content knowledge considered were obtained from professional development. Also, research completed by the US Task Group on teachers and teacher education of the National Advisory Panel (2008b) shows that the manner in which teacher knowledge has been measured is through teacher certification, mathematics coursework, and a content knowledge test for teachers. Nowadays, new ways to measure teacher knowledge are emerging such as the instrument called Teacher Content Knowledge Survey (TCKS) (Tchoshanov, 2011). This was developed to assess the content knowledge of mathematics teachers at the middle school level. The data analysis could be done by a categorization of cognitive types of mathematical content knowledge included in this instrument. The main purpose to create and use this survey was for having a measure of the mathematics cognitive types of teachers’ content knowledge in order to seek for an association with student achievement and a correlation with teaching practice (Tchoshanov, 2011). Then, an emphasis is placed on the cognitive types of content knowledge.

Cognitive types of teacher content knowledge

These cognitive types of teacher content knowledge contribute to measure the specific type of mathematical knowledge that a teacher has (Tchoshanov, 2011). Cognitive type 1 is the teacher knowledge of facts and procedures. Memorization and application of basic mathematics facts, rules, and algorithms to solve routine problems is required for cognitive type 1 knowledge. This cognitive type of knowledge (Type 1) has been also analyzed in several studies (e.g., Skemp, 1978; Stein, Smith, Henningsen, & Silver, 2000).

Cognitive type 2 knowledge refers to teachers’ knowledge of concepts and connections. The quantity and quality of connections between mathematical procedures and ideas are part of the mathematics conceptual understanding in which the cognitive type 2 is focused (Tchoshanov, 2011). Finally, cognitive type 3 knowledge includes the knowledge of teachers regarding models and generalizations. Type 3 knowledge focuses on the theoretical part. This type of knowledge is about models and generalizations. It includes conjecturing, generalizing, proving theorems, etc. Cognitive type 3 and its relationship between generalizations and representations has also been explored (Doerfler, 1991; Presmeg, 1997). It is important to clarify that these types of knowledge do not follow any order; it means that it is not needed to possess the previous type of knowledge to have any type of knowledge. A teacher could possess just one type of knowledge, or two out of three, or the three cognitive types of knowledge.
Knowing-to and knowing-about: knowing-that, knowing-how, knowing-why

The other kind of knowledge that was studied in this research is identified by Mason and Spence (1999) who presented a framework in which several forms of knowing are taught in schools such as “knowing-that”, “knowing-how”, and “knowing-why”. These three forms of knowing compose the “knowing-about”. Particularly, “knowing-that” refers to the factual, to know about facts, topics, among others. “Knowing-how” means to know how to do something, techniques or skills utilized in accomplishing a particular task. “Knowing-why” is about having an argument in order to structure actions and from which to reconstruct actions (Mason & Spence, 1999). Jong and Fegurson-Hessler (1996) categorize these kinds of knowing as: situational knowledge, conceptual knowledge, procedural knowledge, and strategic knowledge.

Mason and Spence (1999) recognize that “knowing-about” is immersed in Shulman’s categories (1987). However, they considered that more than these categories are necessary to enable a teacher to act at the moment required. “Knowing-about” is considered as static knowledge possessed by a person, but it does not mean that she/he is able to act creatively in a particular situation. Mason (1998) refers to the term of “knowing-to act” (KtA) as “the kind of knowledge which enables people to act freshly and creatively” (p. 245). “Knowing-to act” involves active knowledge “knowledge that enables people to act creatively rather than merely react to stimuli with trained or habituated behavior” (Mason and Spence, 1999, p.136).

According to Skemp (1979b), “Knowing-to act” is to be able to use the knowledge or technique in a novel situation. This type of knowing implies more than possessing the abilities or knowledge. The essence of “knowing-to act” is the use or call of the knowledge when required. In Rowland, Huckstep and Thwaites (2005) a categorization of the kinds of knowledge needed to teach mathematics is provided. This framework is called “knowledge quartet”. One of its components is contingency, which is similar to “knowing-to act”. This component is concerned about how the teachers perform when students ask questions in a particular way. Contingency encompasses two aspects, the first of which is an ability of the teacher to respond to children’s ideas. This ability requires judgment and deliberation of children’s thinking. For instance, teachers need to do or say something in order to keep their students engaged. The other aspect is about a deviation of the agenda. Several times teachers should deviate from their agenda in order to help students to construct their knowledge instead of continuing teaching without allowing students to grasp the foundations. This component takes place when unusual situations (cannot be predicted) are happening in classrooms. “The teacher’s intended actions- can be planned, but the students’ responses cannot.”(Rowland, Huckstep, & Thwaites, 2005: 263).

According to Mason and Spence (1999) the absence of “knowing-to act” blocks students and teachers to respond creatively in the moment, thus, there is a need for distinguishing “knowing-to act” from “knowing-about” and their elements. Awareness provides the occurrence of real possibilities to “knowing-to act”. Gatteno (1970, 1987) defines awareness “to refer to that, which enables powers that have been integrated into one’s functioning to be employed,” (as cited in Mason, 1998: 254). Therefore, the educating of awareness could be done through the focus on attention. The emphasis of teacher-educators in attention to develop their own awareness in order to be able to help others to become aware of their awareness in turn is critical. There is a study that shows how mathematics and science pre-service teachers struggled to act in the mathematical moment (Wilhelm, Sherrod & Walters, 2008). In this study, a project-based framework was designed to provide opportunities to pre-service teacher to act in the moment and experience mathematics and science in different ways that they had not seen. Videotaped classroom interactions in which pre-service teachers attended the course, journals, and project artifacts for mastering interactions serve to determine how well pre-service teachers functioned in the mathematical moment. These methods and procedures did not take place in classrooms where pre-service teachers were teaching. Therefore, studies that focus on how teachers act during their instruction in mathematical classroom is critical to promote critical thinking and lead students to learn. Having research on teachers’ “knowing-to act” could lead to find ways to improve this kind of knowing in pre-service teachers. Considering “knowing-to act” as a fundamental part of teacher knowledge, professional
development activities could be implemented using activities and projects. Professional development such as this will promote and help in-service teachers to develop this kind of knowledge.

According to Mason and Spence (1999), the “knowing-to act” is emerged from the generation of awareness in specific incidents during teaching and doing mathematics. The following description of an incident can help to clarify this approach. For instance, when one student asked if the solution of one problem done by her or himself is correct, it is a situation arisen during teaching mathematics. This incident can promote the critical thinking of the student if the teacher does not answer yes or no immediately. For instance, several questions that help students to grasp the meaning could be posed in regard to his/her question. However, if the teacher says yes or no immediately after the student is asked, a limitation of the reasoning of the student about other possible procedures or about the correctness of his/her own way used to solve the problem takes place. The manner in which the teacher acts in this situation depends on the level of awareness and attention placed in this situation, and also of distinct types of knowledge.

A second approach is about how the situations or incidents during the class and the knowledge base for teaching mathematics are related. This approach is based on Ryle’s work (1949), in which different kinds of knowledge are analyzed. These kinds of knowledge are also considered part of the teacher knowledge by numerous studies (e.g. Shulman, 1986; Tchoshanov, 2011). However, the “knowing-to act” has not been analyzed when it is seen as instantaneous; it is in the moment in which one idea comes to your mind.

The following process is the relationship among the different types of knowing: when “knowing-to act” takes place in a moment, the “knowing-how” is in charge of the development of the fresh idea; “knowing-that” builds the foundation, “the base energy upon which all else depends and on which actions depends; “knowing-why” provides an overview and sense of direction that supports connection and link making and assist reconstruction and modification if difficulties arise in route” (Mason and Spence, 1999: 146). “Knowing-how” provides the procedures, manners of doing things, in order to change and transform the situation, “and providing the various knowing with fresh situations upon which to operate” (Mason and Spence, 1999: 147-148). This process occurs in a certain context and environment. The level of awareness of the teacher combined with specific elements of the situation that help to promote or come up with experience are what lead to the production of “knowing-to act” in the moment.

METHODOLOGY

Participants

The initial sample for this study consisted of 70 Mexican teachers. According to Tashakkori and Teddlie (2003), the convenience sampling strategy implies the selection of the sample that is “…both easily accessible and willing to participate in the study…” (p.170). This definition of sampling matched the process for sampling implemented in this study. The participating teachers were teaching mathematics at the middle school level at the time of the study. The teacher sample was drawn from 26 different public middle schools in Mexico. The preparation of the data for analysis allowed identifying 6 participants that should be removed for analysis. Five participants were removed because they were considered as outliers. The other participant was no considered for analysis because the last three items of the survey were not answered. This participant was not aware of these items because these unanswered items were located at the back of the last page of the survey. Thus, the final sample was of 64 teachers (N=64).

After the data cleaning process, the data analysis was done with a sample of N=64 middle school teachers. From the 64 teachers, there were 62.5% of teachers who were teaching mathematics at one particular grade level. Thus, 37.5% of the participating teachers were teaching mathematics in at least two grade levels of middle school. Regarding the years of teaching experience of the participants, there were 20.9% of teachers who had from 0 to 6 years of experience teaching mathematics. Teacher participants who had mathematics teaching experience from 7 to 13 years were 22.5% of the sample. There were 14.5% of teachers in the sample who had from 14 to 20 years of experience teaching mathematics. The rest of the teachers in the sample, 41.9%, had 21 or more years of teaching experience in mathematics.

Regarding the gender of the participants, the majority
of the teachers are males (56%), and 44% of the teachers are females. The 47% of the middle school teachers in the sample are also teaching other courses different from mathematics. Some of the courses taught by these teachers are technology, civics, English, Art, visual Art, Physics, Graphic Design, Drawing, Spanish, State course, workshops, among others.

Research Design

Quantitative data was collected from the participating teachers. The sample of teachers filled out two surveys: one was the Teacher Content Knowledge Survey (TCKS), and the other one was the Knowing-to Act Survey (KtAS). These surveys assessed the content knowledge of the teachers and their “knowing-to act”. The administration of both surveys was simultaneous. In other words, teachers were provided with both surveys at the same time. Mathematics middle school teachers were allowed to complete both surveys in two hours. The implementation of the surveys was face-to-face: the researcher and the participating teachers. The application of these surveys took place during the school year 2013-2014. First, teachers filled out several questions with their demographic information such as years of teaching experience, gender, courses taught, etc. One of the instruments used, the Teacher Content Knowledge Survey (TCKS) instrument, was designed by Tchoshanov (2011) to measure the cognitive types of content knowledge. TCKS was translated to Spanish for the Mexican teachers. The TCKS was administered and answered in 90 minutes, which was the maximum time allowed. With the administration of the TCKS, an analysis about teacher content knowledge of Mexican Mathematics secondary school’s teachers (middle school) came possible.

The instrument called Knowing-to Act Survey (KtAS), was developed by the researcher and two doctoral committee members. One of the two members has expertise in mathematics, mathematics education, and instrument development. The other member of the committee has expertise in research methods, statistics, statistics education, and instrument development. The KtAS assessed the “knowing-to act” ability of the mathematics middle school teachers. The analysis of the data collected from each survey was done separately. In connection with the literature review and research question for this study, a correlation analysis was designed and implemented to seek for significant correlations among the two kinds of teacher knowledge and its components: mathematics teacher content knowledge (Type 1, 2 and 3) and teacher “knowing-to act” (teacher’s intention to act in certain way).

Instruments

Two survey instruments were used in this study. One instrument was the teacher content knowledge survey. The other one was the Knowing-to Act Survey. A Teacher Content Knowledge Survey (TCKS) is the instrument designed to assess the teacher content knowledge based on the three cognitive types identified: Type 1 knowledge of facts and procedures, Type 2 knowledge of connections and concepts, and Type 3 knowledge of models and generalizations (Tchoshanov, 2011). The survey contained items that measured each of the cognitive types. Therefore, the mathematics teacher content knowledge was examined through the items that measured the cognitive types of content knowledge.

This survey consists of 33 multiple choice-items about relevant topics for secondary grades teachers’ knowledge: Number sense, Algebra, Geometry and Measurement, Probability and Statistics. The team who developed the instrument consisted of interdisciplinary faculty with expertise in the following domains: mathematics, mathematics education, statistics and statistics education and represented many institutions such as university, community college and local schools. The main steps were the selection of items for the survey, the classification of items by cognitive type, and the suitable positioning of an item in a specific cognitive type (one item can measure one or more cognitive types). The instrument was field-tested during 2005-2006 (Tchoshanov, Lesser, & Salazar, 2008). The alpha coefficient technique (Cronbach, 1951) was utilized to evaluate the reliability of the Teacher Content Knowledge Survey instrument. “The value of the coefficient of .839 suggests that the items comprising the TCKS are internally consistent (standard error = .59).” (Tchoshanov, 2011: 148).

The sum of the three cognitive types of knowledge items is 33, which is the total of the items of the TCKS. There are 10 items that measure the cognitive type 1. For instance, the item number 7 shown in Illustration 3.1 is an item that measures the knowledge of facts and proce-
The cognitive type 2 is measured by 13 items. The item number 8 in Figure 1 is an example of an item that measures the cognitive type 2 due to the fact that in order to answer it correctly, the teacher needs to have conceptual understanding and not only procedural knowledge. The rest of items (10) are measuring the cognitive type 3. For example, in Figure 1, the item number 9 measures the knowledge of models and generalizations. The teacher content knowledge survey does not have any division per cognitive type. All the items are located randomly throughout the survey.

As Figure 1 shows the items are multiple choice. Four choices are provided for each item. Only one choice is the correct answer. Items that were not answered on the TCKS are considered incorrect. Several studies (e.g. Sorto et al., 2009) reported that items unanswered are considered incorrect because persons do not answer the items because of the lack of knowledge. Also, the time used to answer an item increases when there is a lack of knowledge. This leads to more unanswered items on surveys or tests. Teachers were given a score of 1 per each correctly answered item. The score of 0 was given to each item answered incorrectly. During the survey, teachers were allowed to use a calculator. Teachers answered the surveys individually. The researcher was supervising teachers while they were answering the surveys. Teachers could obtain a maximum raw score of 33 on the TCKS.

The Knowing-to Act Survey (KiAS) is an instrument

**Figure 1. Examples of TCKS items**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(7) What is the rule for fraction division?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A. $\frac{a}{b} + \frac{c}{d} = \frac{ac}{bd}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. $\frac{a}{b} \times \frac{c}{d} = \frac{ab}{cd}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. $\frac{a}{b} \times \frac{c}{d} = \frac{cd}{ab}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D. $\frac{a}{b} \div \frac{c}{d} = \frac{ad}{bc}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(8) Which of the following problems represents the operation below?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$1\frac{3}{4} \div \frac{1}{2} =$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. Juan has a piece of rope $1\frac{3}{4}$ feet long and cuts it in half. At what length should he cut the rope?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. Maria has $1\frac{2}{4}$ liters of juice. How many $\frac{1}{2}$ liter containers can she fill?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. A boat in a river moves $1\frac{3}{4}$ miles in 2 hours. What is the boat’s speed?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D. Daniel divides $1\frac{3}{4}$ pounds of coffee evenly between 2 customers. How many pounds of coffee will each customer get?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(9) Is $\frac{a}{b} + \frac{c}{d} = \frac{ac}{bd}$ ever true?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A. Always true</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. Sometimes true</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. Never true</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D. Not enough information to tell</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: own elaboration
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designed by the researcher of this study and two members of her doctoral committee. The survey evaluates the ways in which teachers recall their active knowledge to act in the moment when it is required. In other words, it measures the actions and decisions that a teacher takes during mathematics instruction. The evaluation of these actions was considered as the most desirable according to an expert analysis and the literature review of the best teaching practices of mathematics. The expert analysis was accomplished with a team of faculty professors in the area of mathematics, statistics, and mathematics education. There were four professors who were part of this expert analysis. This team analyzed and determined which choices are the most desirable in indicating the level of preparation to teach mathematics. The review of the best teaching practices in mathematics shows which primary teaching practices help to increase student learning, and which ones lead to decrease student engagement and learning (Zemelman, Daniels, and Hyde, 2005). For instance, teaching practices that increase student learning are on the KtAS are questioning and making conjectures, content integration, cooperative group work, and others. On the other hand, the teaching practices that lead to decrease learning of mathematical knowledge are: teaching by telling, repetitive written practice, single answers and single methods to find answers, among others. Following the expert analysis and the recommendations on teaching mathematics (Zemelman, Daniels, and Hyde, 2005), the assessment of the “knowing-to act” of mathematics middle school teachers was conducted through the KtAS.

The KtAS is composed of 10 items. Each item describes a classroom situation. The nature of the situation varies. Even though these situations were included because they are commonly found during mathematics instruction, they challenge the “knowing-to act” of the teachers. These situations are called “knowing-to Act” situations (KtA situations). The selection of these particular situations was done considering previous research where the implication of the challenge of the “knowing-to act” was already identified (e.g. Mason & Spence, 1998; Rowland Huckstep, and Thwaites, 2005). For instance, Mason and Spence (1998) recognized that when a student asks if the answer or steps are correct, the “knowing-to act” of the teacher can be enacted. As the previous situation described, the situations included in this survey are already identified as an opportunity where the teacher’s “knowing-to act” arises and promote the critical thinking of students. The odd and even split-half reliability coefficient (Crocker & Algina, 1986) was utilized to evaluate the reliability of the Knowing-to Act Survey instrument. The value of the coefficient of .58 suggests that the items comprising the KtAS are internally consistent.

There are four categories in which the classroom situations provided in the KtAS are classified: student misconceptions (Shulman, 1986; Kulm, Capraro, Capraro, Burghardt, & Ford, 2001; An, Kulm, and Wu, 2004); student difficulties (Fennema & Loef, 1992; Ball, Thames, and Phelps, 2008); situations that are a challenge for the teacher (Mason & Spence, 1998; Rowland, Huckstep, and Thwaites, 2005); and emerging situations (Mason & Spence, 1998; Rowland, Huckstep, and Thwaites, 2005). Each item presents five choices to be ranked. Each choice is a possible action taken by teachers. They should rank the five options listed below in each of the situations presented according to the action they are most likely to do first from 1 to 5, in which the number 1 indicates the action that they would do first in that situation and so forth. The Figure 2 shows an example of one item of this survey.

**Figure 2. Example of KtAS item and ranking format**

![Example of KtAS item and ranking format](source: own elaboration)

Teachers were asked to respond to the KtAS within the time allowed of 30 minutes. If teachers selected the choice ranked as number 1 by the expert analysis done for this survey as their number 1 choice also, they would also obtain a 1 in that item. If the teachers selected another choice, they would get a 0 in that item. Then, the total score of the KtAS is provided by the sum of all the items.
Variables

Based on the literature review, the following independent variables were considered in the analysis of this study: cognitive type 1 (T1), cognitive type 2 (T2), cognitive type 3 (T3), and the total scores of Teacher Content Knowledge Survey (TCKS). The dependent variable is the “Knowing-to Act” (KtAS), which means the total scores on the survey. Cognitive types are measured through the number of correct answers of the items for each type of knowledge in the teacher content knowledge survey. The number of total scores of the TCKS is calculated by adding all the correctly answered items in the survey. The “knowing-to act” was examined as the teacher’s intention to act in a desirable way, and its measurement was through the scores obtained in the Knowing-to Act Survey (KtAS).

DATA ANALYSIS

The description of the variables was done through the use of basic statistics (descriptive). Data analysis was performed using correlational analysis (Pearson coefficient) to determine how the cognitive types and teacher content knowledge total scores are related to the teacher’s selection of a desirable action. We conducted a correlational analysis due to the fact that the correlation is a statistical technique used to measure and describe the relationship between two variables. Also, the decision to select this parametric technique is based on the research question of this study: to what extent the mathematics cognitive types of middle school teachers’ knowledge are associated with teachers’ intention to act in certain way? All the procedures of this analysis were done using the data analysis tools of Microsoft Excel software.

Results

The results of the surveys applied to these 64 middle school teachers are presented in Table 2. The mean score percentages of the performance of Mexican teachers on tcks is 41% and on KtAS is 72%. Table 2 shows some more descriptive statistics.

Table 2. Descriptive statistics for TCKS and KtAS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Survey</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. Error</th>
<th>Std. Dev.</th>
<th>Max. Value</th>
<th>Min. Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TCKS</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>13.531</td>
<td>0.405</td>
<td>3.246</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KtAS</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>7.218</td>
<td>0.180</td>
<td>1.441</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: own elaboration

The following result is obtained from the correlation analysis among TCKS (total score) and KtAS. The analysis showed that there is no significant correlation between teacher content knowledge measured as the total score on the TCKS and “knowing-to act” measured by KtAS score (Pearson’s $r(64)=-.17$, $p>.05$). In other words, the teachers’ performance on the TCKS is not related to their “knowing-to act” ability. As it is observed in Figure 3, scores tend to have a linear form. However, the points are not sufficiently clustered around the straight line to be a significant correlation.

According to the data, the performance in the TCKS varies by cognitive type of content knowledge. Teachers have a higher performance level on the items that measured the cognitive type 1, knowledge of facts and procedures. The mean score percentage of the cognitive type 1 is 60%. The mean score percentage of the cognitive type 2, knowledge of concepts and connections, is 36%. And the
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Mean score percentage of the cognitive type 3, knowledge of models and generalizations, is 28%. Figure 4 illustrates the performance of Mexican teachers on the TCKS by cognitive types, using the mean score percentages. This result shows that teachers possess more knowledge of fact and procedures than the other two cognitive types. It means that teachers have more procedural knowledge.

Figure 4. TCKS mean score percentages of results by cognitive type

![Graph showing mean score percentages by cognitive type](source)

Table 3 presents more descriptive statistics about the scores of each of the cognitive types. Even though the sample size is small and was obtained by a convenience sampling, the standard errors are very small (see Table 3); we could deduce that the sample is representative of the population (Gravetter and Wallnau, 2013).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Types</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. Error</th>
<th>Std. Dev.</th>
<th>Max. Value</th>
<th>Min. Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T1</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>6.06</td>
<td>0.165</td>
<td>1.32</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>3.56</td>
<td>0.165</td>
<td>1.32</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T3</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>2.83</td>
<td>0.170</td>
<td>1.36</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. TCKS Mean Scores by Cognitive Type

With regard to the correlation analysis between cognitive type 2 and the KtAS score, the results obtained show that there is no significant correlation between T2 and KtAS (Pearson’s $r(64) = 0.0001, p > 0.05$). This result is illustrated in Figure 6 where it can be observed that the data is all over the graph.

The following data are representative of the results obtained in this study, which examined the relationship between cognitive types of teacher content knowledge (T1, T2, T3) and KtAS. The correlational analysis between cognitive type T1 and KtAS is not significant (Pearson’s $r(64) = .13, p > .05$) as shown in Figure 5. In other words, the absence of relationship between T1 and KtAS adds to the discussion that the actions enacted by teachers during mathematics instruction are not related to their knowledge of facts and procedures.

Figure 5. Relationship between type 1 and KtAS

![Graph showing relationship between type 1 and KtAS](source)

Figure 6. Correlational analysis between type 2 and KtAS

![Graph showing correlational analysis between type 2 and KtAS](source)
The last correlational analysis examined was between T3 and KtAS. After analyzing the results of the last two correlations, the results for this last comparison unexpectedly reported a significant correlation between T3 and KtAS (r (64)=.27, p<.05). For evaluating the effect size of this correlation, r² is computed. This correlation showed a medium effect size with r² = .0729 according to the Cohen’s (1988) standards for interpreting r². This result showed in the correlation indicates that there is a relationship between the knowledge of models and generalizations, and the actions enacted by teachers during mathematics instructions. The medium effect size indicated by r² is informing us that this is a medium correlation. Figure 7 shows this significant correlation.

Figure 7. Correlational analysis between type 3 and KtAS

![Correlational analysis between type 3 and KtAS](image)

Source: own elaboration

This result adds to the discussion that teachers who possess the mathematical knowledge that allows generating and testing conjectures, making generalizations, and proving theorems, among other aspects has more possibility of knowing-to act in the moment. It is important to highlight that in order to be able to generate conjectures and testing them, certain procedural and conceptual knowledge must be possessed. Analyzing this result, the “knowing-to act” ability appears when knowledge is called in the moment required. If there is no knowledge to be called, “knowing-to act” might not be enacted. According to Mason and Spence (1999) “knowing-to act” at the moment requires more than content knowledge, but this means that at least some content knowledge is essential. Therefore, there are more possibilities of “knowing-to act” when teachers hold knowledge of models and generalizations.

**DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS**

The research question addressed in this study was as follows: to what extent the mathematics cognitive types of middle school teachers’ knowledge are associated with teachers’ intention to act in certain way? Two main results were obtained that answered this research question from the correlational analysis conducted. The data that was used for analysis of the mathematics teacher content knowledge was the total scores on the Teacher Content Knowledge Survey (TCKS). For analyzing teachers’ preference of certain actions, the scores on the Knowing-to Act Survey (KtAS) were used. The analysis showed that there is no a significant correlation between the mathematics teacher content knowledge and their “knowing-to act” during teaching mathematics. In other words, the content knowledge possessed by a teacher is not an indication of “knowing-to act” at the moment. As Mason and Spence (1999) discussed the content knowledge is part of the “knowing-about” which is accumulative knowledge that can be possessed, however, it does not imply that it can be used in a classroom situation such as the “knowing-to act” situations considered in this study. “Knowing-about” is the knowledge that includes these three types of knowing: “knowing-that” “knowing-how”, and “knowing-why”. These types of knowing refer to the factual knowledge, the knowledge of knowing how to do something such as techniques, and having an argument in order to structure actions and from which to reconstruct actions (Mason & Spence, 1999). Mason and Spence (1999) recognize that “knowing-about” is immersed in Shulman’s categories (1987).

Shulman (1986, 1987) mentioned that content knowledge is the knowledge that grows in the minds of teachers. He placed an emphasis on the content and distinguished seven categories. One of these categories is subject matter content knowledge, which involves knowledge that goes beyond just facts or concepts; it includes the understanding of structures of the subject matter (Shulman 1986). Furthermore, Tchoshanov (2011) specified that mathematical content knowledge includes knowledge of facts and procedures, knowledge of connections and concepts, and knowledge of generalizations and mo-
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Mason and Spence (1999) considered that knowing-about” is less possible when there is no knowledge. Since “knowing-to act” is the process where knowledge is called at the moment required, and if there is no knowledge, then, it cannot be called. In this study, results reported that teachers who possessed more knowledge of mathematics models and generalizations (cognitive Type 3) were better able to think about how to act desirably at the moment than teachers with a limited knowledge of models and generalizations. In the correlational analysis conducted, a significant correlation was found between the cognitive type 3 (T3) of mathematical content knowledge and the scores on the Knowing-to Act Survey (KtAS). This result is measured as a medium effect size correlation according to the interpretation of the r² recommended by Cohen’s standards (1988). It indicates that the correlation between the scores on the KtAS and the scores that measured only T3 is significant but with a medium effect size as reported in the dispersion diagram.

The cognitive type 3 of mathematical content knowledge is more theoretical (Tchoshanov, 2011). This type of knowledge is about models and generalizations. It includes conjecturing, generalizing, proving theorems, etc. The significant correlation between T3 and KtAS obtained is a relevant result that means that there is a relationship between the knowledge of models and generalizations and the actions enacted by teachers during mathematics instruction.

This interesting result adds to the discussion that teachers who possess the mathematical knowledge that allows generating and testing conjectures, making generalizations, and proving theorems, among other abilities, have more possibilities of “knowing-to act” in the moment. It means that teachers with higher mathematics cognitive type 3 have more opportunity to have an intention to act in a desirable way. It is relevant to highlight that in order to be able to generate conjectures and test them; certain procedural and conceptual knowledge must be possessed. According to Tchoshanov (2011) cognitive type 3 of mathematical content knowledge (T3) involves teachers’ knowledge and thinking to be able to generalize mathematics statements, design mathematics models, make and test conjectures, and...

Correlation between cognitive type 3 and knowing-to act

Mason and Spence (1999) mentioned that “knowing-to act” is less possible when there is no knowledge. Since “knowing-to act” is the process where knowledge is called at the moment required, and if there is no knowledge, then, it cannot be called. In this study, results reported that teachers who possessed more knowledge of mathematics models and generalizations (cognitive Type 3) were better able to think about how to act desirably at the moment than teachers with a limited knowledge of models and generalizations. In the correlational analysis conducted, a significant correlation was found between the cognitive type 3 (T3) of mathematical content knowledge and the scores on the Knowing-to Act Survey (KtAS). This result is measured as a medium effect size correlation according to the interpretation of the r² recommended by Cohen’s standards (1988). It indicates that the correlation between the scores on the KtAS and the scores that measured only T3 is significant but with a medium effect size as reported in the dispersion diagram.

The cognitive type 3 of mathematical content knowledge is more theoretical (Tchoshanov, 2011). This type of knowledge is about models and generalizations. It includes conjecturing, generalizing, proving theorems, etc. The significant correlation between T3 and KtAS obtained is a relevant result that means that there is a relationship between the knowledge of models and generalizations and the actions enacted by teachers during mathematics instruction.

This interesting result adds to the discussion that teachers who possess the mathematical knowledge that allows generating and testing conjectures, making generalizations, and proving theorems, among other abilities, have more possibilities of “knowing-to act” in the moment. It means that teachers with higher mathematics cognitive type 3 have more opportunity to have an intention to act in a desirable way. It is relevant to highlight that in order to be able to generate conjectures and test them; certain procedural and conceptual knowledge must be possessed. According to Tchoshanov (2011) cognitive type 3 of mathematical content knowledge (T3) involves teachers’ knowledge and thinking to be able to generalize mathematics statements, design mathematics models, make and test conjectures, and...
prove theorems. Therefore, teachers’ performance on the Knowing-to Act Survey (KtAS) was generally higher when teachers possessed higher knowledge of mathematics models and generalization (T3).

According to Mason and Spence (1999) “knowing-to act” at the moment requires more than content knowledge, but this means that at least some content knowledge is essential. The cognitive type 3 of mathematical content knowledge possessed by the Mexican teachers allowed the process in which “knowledge that enables people to act creatively rather than merely react to stimuli with trained or habituated behavior” (Mason and Spence, 1999, p.136) evolved. Therefore, teachers have more possibility of “knowing-to act” when they hold knowledge of models and generalizations. In Tchoshanov’s study (2011), two middle school teachers were interviewed to analyze their cognitive type 3 (T3) of mathematical content knowledge. One of the participants who had a higher T3 knowledge showed more confidence to develop class activities on fraction division. This teacher would have more opportunity to know how to act at the moment of implementing these activities. T3 offers possibilities for “knowing-to act” at the moment.

Furthermore, we can add to the discussion that the significant correlation between the cognitive type 3 (T3) of mathematics teacher content knowledge and their “Knowing to act” measured by KtAS might also be related to the finding that teachers with high T3 knowledge feel more comfortable and confident during their teaching as reported in Tchoshanov’s study (2011). According to Fennema and Loef (1992), they pointed out that “when a teacher has a conceptual understanding of mathematics, it influences classroom instruction in a positive way” (p. 151). Even though T3 knowledge does not refer only to the conceptual understanding of mathematics, T3 involves this conceptual understanding of mathematics in order to be able to test conjectures, theorems or make mathematics models and generalizations. This claim supports the significant correlation reported in this study between T3 and KtAS. Teachers with knowledge of models and generalizations have more possibility to provide learning opportunities during mathematics instruction that increase the possibilities that their “knowing-to act” could be enacted.

This study has several limitations. One limitation is regard of the sample size. The sample size is N=70. The computation of the standard errors shows that there is an acceptable representativeness of the population as mentioned in the results section. However, the bigger is the sample size, the smaller is the standard error and there is more accuracy of how the sample data represents the population (Gravetter & Wallnau, 2013). Thus, it is considered a limitation. Other limitation is that the sample was obtained from the voluntary participation of the teachers in one particular region in Mexico. This limitation does not allow generalizing the results in the whole country. This sample represents one borderland city in Mexico.

Several recommendations for practice/policy are provided. One recommendation is that educators should be aware of the attention that needs to be placed on the “knowing-to act” of teachers and students. Another recommendation is that we need to educate in-service or pre-service teachers about the “knowing-to act” processes that characterize their teaching in mathematics classrooms. This could be achieved through the implementation of professional development that includes activities that allow teachers to identify their “knowing-to act” and reflect about their actions enacted in “knowing-to act” situations. Teachers need to pay attention in particular situations that arise in their classroom that either limit or promote critical thinking. Another implication for policy and/or practice that arose from the implementation of this study concerns professional development and teacher preparation programs. The evaluation of teacher professional development and teacher preparation can be done by focusing on the “knowing-to act” and/or mathematical content knowledge. Using the instrument developed for this study KtAS to measure the “knowing-to act or the TCKS to examine the mathematical content knowledge may be a viable way of enhancing professional development for mathematics teachers in Mexico.
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